
Mixed Conditionals

Name: Date: __/__/20__

If circumstances ___________________ unpropitious to their intimacy, she
is perfectly wretched.
1.

(appear)
appear

If it ___________________ it will be a miracle indeed.2. (succeed)succeeds

Oh, it would be best if I ___________________ too.3. (die)died

He could allow me more if he ___________________.4. (choose)chose

If he ___________________ a talker you would have felt that he was out of
keeping with himself.
5.

(be)
had been

If he ___________________ his countrymen, it is the unconscious and
spontaneous effect of his participation in their weaknesses.
6.

(flatter)
flatters

For if you ___________________ this evil will come of it.7. (do)do

If I ___________________ you I wouldn't hesitate a minute.8. (be)was

If the war ___________________ employment to women in the fields, it
affords an insufficient amount of it in the cities.
9.

(give)
gives

How could they expire if they ___________________?10. (not/breathe)didn't breathe

If they ___________________ anything by their industry, they could keep
it.
11.

(gain)
gained

If one ___________________, what could one want better?12. (love)loved

I will sit up a little while to give some drink to my patient, if she
___________________ it.
13.

(wish)wishes

I couldn't bear it if you ___________________ cool and cold.14. (grow)grew

If such thinking ___________________ often prosaic and rigid, it is also
close to reality and insistent upon practicality.
15.

(be)
is
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If it ___________________ the signal, it is demonstrably off the straight
route.
16.

(not/hear)
does not hear

If the dowry ___________________, not every man marries without a
thought of the rich father-in-law.
17.

(not/exist)
does not exist

If the design ___________________ startling or gaudy in color, it is not
beautiful.
18.

(be)
is

If you ___________________ off you will perish.19. (go)go

If Socialism ___________________ the total wealth of the community,
Socialism is impossible.
20.

(not/increase)
does not increase
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